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Purpose of this report
To consider feedback on the Experimental Traffic Regulation Orders (ETROs) introduced
in June 2020 in relation to Lake Street and High Street, Leighton Buzzard, and in respect
of the High Street, reintroduced in modified form in October 2020.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
The Executive Member for Highways & Community Services is asked to:
1. Consider all feedback received regarding the Experimental Traffic Regulation Orders
enacted in June 2020 for Lake Street and High Street, Leighton Buzzard, and decide
whether to:
2. Make a new Experimental Traffic Regulation Order for High Street, Leighton Buzzard
that would have the effect of allowing entry to the High Street for buses on days other
than market and event days, to run on an experimental basis for a period of no less
than 6 months.

3. Make a draft permanent Traffic Regulation Order for Lake Street, Leighton Buzzard
on the same terms as the June 2020 Experimental Traffic Regulation Order and for
officers to carry out the statutory procedures for the making of such orders and,
following the statutory consultation procedure, to report back any objections to a
future Traffic Management Meeting.

Background Information
1. In June 2020 Central Bedfordshire Council made Experimental Traffic Regulation
Orders (ETROs) in relation to Lake Street and High Street, Leighton. The ETRO
pertaining to the High Street, Leighton Buzzard was subsequently modified in October
2020. In accord with the wording of these orders, the Council introduced a one-way
operation to a specified length of Lake Street and applied restrictions to various
classes of vehicles, with the effect of constraining access to the High Street. Copies of
the orders are provided at Appendix A.
2. The purpose of the orders referred to in paragraph 1 above was to allow the market to
return to the High Street and to address traders and residents’ concerns over social
distancing following a period of lockdown and at a time when restrictions on trading by
non-essential business were being relaxed. There was a particular concern to ensure
people could move around and queue in relative safety and for businesses to utilise the
High Street public realm to trade with due consideration for social distancing
guidelines.
3. In its statement of reasons for the ETROs, the Council expressed its wish to assess
how the arrangements operated at a time that social distancing was part of everyday
life. Implementing the restrictions under an Experimental Order enabled the Council to
monitor the impact of the scheme. The proposal was for the Experimental Orders to
operate for a period of up to 18 months and for the Council to consider in due course
whether the provisions of the Orders should be made permanent.
4. The wording of the Orders made it clear that all persons were at liberty to object to their
making within a period of 6 months beginning with the day it came into force. Further,
during the time period of the High Street ETRO, it had the effect of superseding all
other traffic orders relating to the specified lengths of roads. Copies of written
representations received by the Council relating to the ETRO are appended to this
report.
5. In respect of Lake Street, the ETRO had the effect of introducing one-way traffic in a
northerly direction on the following lengths of road in Leighton Buzzard; Lake Street,
from the Fire Station exit (directly opposite Leighton Buzzard library and theatre) up to
the junction with Hockliffe Street. The restriction was considered necessary to allow for
the introduction of restrictions to the classes of traffic allowed to enter Market Square
and the High Street. The ETRO allowed for cyclists to continue to use the road in a

contraflow direction and was enacted by changes to the road signage and carriageway
road markings.
6. In respect of the High Street, the ETRO had the effect of making it an offence for any
vehicle to use any section of its length from the junction with Church Square and the
junction with Market Square save for the following specified classes of vehicles:
emergency services (police, fire and ambulance); market traders; pedal cycles;
disabled badge holders; taxis; and service operators (e.g. street cleansing, waste
collection). The classes of user were subsequently revised in October 2020. This had
the effect of allowing entry for goods delivery vehicles and for owners of vehicles
whose access to parking was from the High Street. At the same time the restriction on
access was applied to blue badge holders.
7. The restriction on access to the High Street was enacted by changes to the road
signage and carriageway road markings. A traffic management company was
employed to enforce the restriction during daytime hours. Their involvement ceased
when access control bollards and barriers were installed.
8. The restriction required several consequential changes to be made to the road
environment to ensure its effective operation, including:
i. The removal of signs, posts and bollards where these impeded pedestrian
movement and social distancing.
ii. The provision of temporary bus stops on West Street.
iii. The conversion of the bus terminus area at the western end of the High Street to a
temporary taxi rank.
iv. The conversion of the taxi rank in Market Square (north side) to disabled parking
bays.
v. Agreement with taxi drivers to allow an evening rank to operate from within the
loading bay areas within Market Square (south side).
vi. Installation of directional signage.
9. The restriction required bus companies to reroute services that had previously used the
High Street to use the temporary stops provided on West Street. This applied to both
local and interurban services.
10. The restriction also removed the right of access to the 35 designated parking bays
within the High Street, 6 of which were dedicated for blue badge holders. Previously, a
restriction on access applied only on market days, namely Tuesdays and Saturdays.
On these days the High Street operated traffic-free, excepting buses, with allocated
spaces for parking and loading used for staging the market. A plan showing the layout
and use of space within the High Street is appended to this report.
11. An area at Market Square, where it joins the High Street and Lake Street, was left open
to allow for vehicles to turn and access the eastern end of the High Street. The
intention was to assist in accommodating daily deliveries to premises without a rear
access.
12. All the works to affect the restrictions were designed to be reversable in the event of a
decision to revoke the ETROs and revert to the previous arrangement.

13. The approximate cost to introduce and operate the ETROs, including the use of a
traffic management company to steward the closure, was circa £110,000. This cost
was recovered from monies made available by central government to facilitate a postpandemic recovery in High Streets. A part of the funding also had the purpose of
facilitating more active forms of travel during a period where the use of public transport
was discouraged.

Consultation
14. As is standard for Experimental Traffic Regulation Orders, the first six-month period
from introduction served as the statutory consultation period. For an objection to have
legal validity it should be lodged during this period. However, the Council made it clear
that all comments received during and after the initial six-month period would be
material to its deliberations.
15. At the point that the ETROs were enacted, the Council made it known that it would
welcome views from the public, key stakeholders, ward/parish councillors and the
police.
16. Copies of written comments received in relation to the ETROs are appended to this
report.

Comments in relation to Lake Street One-Way
17. None of the correspondence received constituted a formal objection to the one-way
operation on the affected length of Lake Street. However, several expressed
dissatisfaction with how the change was enacted.
18. The Fire Service were initially concerned as to the extent of the one-way arrangement
as the information originally presented was somewhat contradictory. This was
subsequently resolved to the service’s satisfaction.
19. Several correspondents were concerned about the adequacy of signing and believe
this contributed to generally poor levels of observance of the one-way arrangement.
20. Other correspondents were concerned that local bus services were not allowed to route
via Lake Street. This decision was subsequently reversed and the use of the stops
outside the Lancer and Library was reinstated for town services only. Inter-urban bus
services continue to only serve the temporary stops in West Street, due to time
constraints.

Comments in relation to restrictions on traffic entering the High Street
21. Various correspondents objected to the restriction on traffic entering the High Street for
the purpose of parking. Reference was made to the loss of access to the 6 parking
bays within the High Street (in two locations) dedicated specifically for the use of blue
badge holders and in particular the loss of amenity for people with limited mobility
wishing to visit chemists, banks, and specific shops at locations along the High Street
on non-market days.

22. Several objections were made to the closure of the High Street to buses and to the
conversion of the bus stand area at the bottom of the High Street to a temporary taxi
rank. Whilst alternative stops were provided in West Street the most common
complaint was that these stops were too remote from the High Street, lacked adequate
facilities and are far less pleasant and convenient to use, particularly for the elderly and
those of all ages with restricted mobility.
23. There was originally a concern expressed by both the fire and police services that the
restriction would prevent their vehicles routing via the High Street when responding to
emergency calls. The police service tested the arrangement and were satisfied that
they could move the planter or manoeuvre around the bollard/barrier should this be
necessary.
24. All bus operators, and in particular Arriva, were concerned that the restriction had the
effect of depressing patronage on their services to the extent that local services had
become uneconomic to operate without additional public subsidy. Arriva presented
evidence that the rate of recovery in patronage of the 32, 34 and D1 town services
(current levels verses pre-pandemic levels) had stalled at a level of 30-40%. This
compared unfavourably with a figure of between 70-80% across the rest of the Arriva
network.
25. Both Arriva and Grant Palmer were of the view that the lack of access to the High
Street was holding back recovery, making local bus services less reliable and
convenient. The additional time taken to traverse West Street and Leston Road, served
to increase running times and impact punctuality. Arriva noted that patronage on the
local town services had dropped well below the level necessary for it continue to
operate these commercially. The company will decide in the spring of 2022 whether to
withdraw the above referenced services, leaving the majority of the town unserved.
26. The risk that Arriva may give notice to withdraw the 32, 34 and D1 services has
triggered a review by the Council’s Public Transport Team of how services might in
future be best arranged. This review will consider how to utilise the existing local public
transport subsidy alongside developer funding to, as far as is reasonably possible, to
provide a sustainable level of service to the town.
27. Patronage has rebounded on the town’s inter-urban services including the 150, F70
and F77. These services are not at any immediate threat of withdrawal.
28. In addition to the above, there have been four common criticisms of the High Street
scheme that whilst not specifically objections, are worth noting.
29. The first was a widespread and ongoing general frustration with the operation of the
scheme and in particular its reliance on self-enforcement, which was in large part a
consequence of the need to make the changes reversable at short notice.
30. The lack of any external enforcement has been a major frustration to many observers.
Contravening a no-entry sign is a moving traffic offence, the enforcement of which sits
with the police and not the Council. A police officer must be witness to the offence
before they can act. Significant numbers of drivers appear content to contravene the
legal order in the knowledge that the risk of being penalised is low. As a consequence,
the level of disregard has grown over time

31. This was apparent when the arrangement was first introduced with many drivers
seeking to be exempted. It has remained an issue, evident through a daily abuse of
the no-entry signage and access control barrier arrangement, regulated through use of
a barrier and pin number-coded padlock.
32. The second is a frustration with the lack of associated investment in the public realm to
effect a change in behavior and to transform the carriageway and parking areas into a
more pleasant, pedestrian-friendly space. A frequent refrain has been that without
changes to the environment and the addition of trees, benches, and other landscaped
features the scheme does not adequately reflect how a ‘pedestrianised’ High Street
could and should operate. The Town Council particularly has been vocal in its wish for
investment in benches and landscaping features whilst also arguing that any actions
taken by Central Bedfordshire Council should not be perceived to prejudge a decision
as to the permanency of the restriction. This position is somewhat contradictory.
33. The third is a frustration that parking has been lost that is both free to use and in a
‘premium’ location. The contention frequently expressed being that any loss of parking
on the High Street is, all other things equal, detrimental to a significant subset of
businesses thereon.
34. It is worth noting that when the High Street restrictions were first implemented it was
during a period when the West Street multistorey car park was closed. At this time, the
demand for parking could easily be accommodated in the Duncombe Drive and
Hockliffe Street car parks, where charges were waived. This remained the case for
most of the initial six-month implementation period.
35. Since charging was reintroduced and in the context of the Council’s recent consultation
on fees and charges, the inconsistency in allowing for 20/30-minute free parking within
the High Street and Lake Street whilst charging for similar short-duration stays in town
centre car parks was noted.
36. A fourth criticism related to the number of service, delivery and courier vehicles
accessing the High Street, which escalated once the gatemen employed to supervise
the barrier were withdrawn.
37. The nature and level of demand by courier vehicles had not been anticipated and this
aspect has proved problematic throughout the operation of the scheme.
38. Several businesses including Wilkinsons, Poundland and Selections are served from
the front of their store, in the case of Wilkinsons and Poundland by a daily HGV
delivery scheduled to arrive after 5pm. However, many other shop units have multiple
smaller deliveries throughout the day and several cafés, restaurants and shops and
chemists operate a delivery service. Consequently, there is a steady stream of vehicles
arriving and departing.
39. For the above reason, the access gate at the eastern end of the High Street is
frequently left open by the drivers of courier vehicles delivering or collecting from High
Street premises. This then serves as an invitation to enter to other drivers. Once in the
High Street, drivers can park for any length of time without threat of a penalty as the
parking restrictions previously governing the use of spaces no longer apply.

40. Physically blocking use of the parking spaces was considered but discounted because
they are used for staging the market and the desire to allow pedestrians unimpeded
circulation.

Comments in relation to the nature and extent of restrictions
41. The scheme of works has engendered several comments concerning the layout and
operation of various roads within the town centre area.
42. Several respondents requested similar restrictions on the entry of general traffic be
applied to other streets in the town centre including Church Square, Lake Street and
most frequently referenced, Hockliffe Street. In the latter instance, several
commentators referenced the conflict between vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists in this
narrow street, with limited pavement width. Two of the businesses on Hockliffe Street
also expressed a wish to be able to use the area outside of the businesses to assist
their trade.
43. In response to these requests an officer of the town council visited many of the shops
and businesses on Lake Street and Hockliffe Street to test the appetite for a timed
closure of these roads to allow for greater street trading. At the time there was no
appreciable desire from the businesses polled for an additional experimental restriction.
44. There was a desire from Leighton BuzzCycles for the reinstatement of the Lake Street
cycle contraflow lane which had originally been suspended as part of the scheme of
works on Hockliffe Street to afford pedestrians greater space. Also, for the provision of
a dedicated cycle track along the length of the High Street as part of the scheme or any
permanent future arrangement. This was in part triggered by the concerns of cyclists
attempting to legitimately use the High Street on market days and being frustrated by
stewards. This has since been resolved with cyclists encouraged to walk rather than
ride their bike along the High Street during periods when stalls are erected.
45. One correspondent vigorously challenged the necessity to keep the restrictions in place
following the reopening of all businesses and the relaxation of social distancing
restrictions. They argued the stated need to maintain public safety during the pandemic
period was no longer a government policy priority, referencing the withdrawal of the
facility granted by central to local government to fast-track the implementation of
Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders under Covid-19 powers.
46. Leighton-Linslade Town Council argued at some length that the restrictions were for
various reasons an inadequate test of the benefits of greater pedestrian priority within
the High Street. In this regard, they resolved to request that Central Bedfordshire
Council set out a range of options for how the High Street might in future be arranged
and to run a consultation on such to secure the views of all interested parties, arguing
this was prerequisite to their forming a view as to whether the existing ETROs should
continue, or cease.
47. Whilst this request was considered reasonable, the timeline imposed by the ETROs
could not accommodate this as the preparation of options and consultation materials
would take at least 12 months to arrange from the point at which a budget for such
became available.

48. The Council had previously developed options for how the High Street could be
arranged to provide a more flexible, pedestrian and event-friendly space. The drawings
associated with this work were shared with the Town Council in 2015 in the context of
the launch of the Market Town Regeneration Fund. At the time the Town Council did
not wish to prioritise a major and potentially transformative scheme of works to the
High Street. As a result, the work was put on hold.

Stakeholder engagement
49. In November 2021 Central Bedfordshire Council ran its bi-annual town centre
benchmarking survey with a supplementary set of questions designed to allow
interested parties to express a view on the restriction affecting the High Street. A total
of 848 responses were received to the survey, the salient results from which are
appended to this report. In summary they reveal:
i. Over half of respondents wished to see the restriction continue against a third who
wished to see it lifted and a little under 13% who wished to see it changed.
ii. Somewhat contradictory to the above, when asked “Would you like to see changes
to the current arrangements that restrict cars and buses from using the High
Street”, over 90% of respondents said no.
iii. Close to 25% of residents said they had changed the way they regularly travel
when visiting the High Street since the restriction was introduced.
50. Two competing petitions, one for and one against the continuation of restrictions, were
circulated. The petition supporting the indefinite continuation of the restriction to traffic
entering the High Street was presented to the Council’s Executive Committee on 7
December 2021. In its wording it called for a substantial supporting investment by the
Council to:
i. Provide for a continuous, level surface.
ii. Introduce additional benches, trees, greenery, cycle parking.
iii. Provide for deliveries, disabled parking and to bring bus stops closer to the High
Street without allowing vehicles to drive down the High Street itself.
iv. Afford a higher priority to the needs of pedestrians, wheelchair users and the
disabled in general, along with cyclists.
51. A petition organised by a group of local shopkeepers has to date not been presented to
the Council. It has however been reported in the local press as calling for the High
Street to be either reinstated or completely pedestrianised, the latter to be in
association with free one-hour parking in town centre car parks.
52. Council officers attended the town centre market on 30 November 2021 to talk to
shoppers, stall holders and shopkeepers. A copy of the feedback received on the day
is appended to this report.
53. The Council also arranged to meet virtually with all bus companies whose services
were affected by the restriction. As only Arriva were able to attend, officers wrote to all
companies inviting their written feedback and arranged to meet separately with Grant
Palmer, which took place on 23 December 2021. A copy of the matters raised by Grant

Palmer at this meeting are appended as well as copies of letters received from both
Grant Palmer and Arriva setting out their views on the current arrangements.
54. The Council also met with the Chairman and officers of Buzzer Buses on 10 January
2021. They too desired the lifting of the restriction to allow their vehicles to route and
stop in the High Street.
55. The Council also contacted the various taxi companies with vehicles that operate form
the High Street rank. To date no collective view has been forthcoming. Officers have
taken the opportunity, when visiting the town centre, to discuss the scheme with
individual drivers. All the drivers polled have been consistent in their desire to see the
taxi rank return to its previous location in the town’s Market Square.
56. Regarding the impact of the scheme with people with a disability, these issues will be
discussed at the Council’s 20 January 2022 Equality Forum. This will provide the
opportunity for officers to discuss how best to facilitate access to the various
businesses on the High Street should the decision be to continue the restriction
indefinitely in its current or a modified form.

Assessment of economic impacts
57. In October 2021 the Council commissioned the consultancy ‘Hatch’ to undertake an
independent assessment of the economic benefits of pedestrianisation measures to
help inform a decision on the ETROs, drawing upon relevant evidence where available,
including the impact of schemes elsewhere. Their report is appended.
58. Hatch take the view that pedestrianisation measures will drive an increase in footfall,
rental and land values, benefitting commercial and residential properties with 100m of
the High Street. Based on best-practice and case study evidence they conservatively
expect values to grow by 1-2%. Over a period of five years this would compute to a
land uplift figure of between £4.1 and £8.5m.

Options for consideration
59. The options available to the Council are straightforward in that the choice is to permit
the ETROs to lapse, having the effect of reinstating previous restrictions, or to seek to
make the arrangements permanent in the same or modified form.
60. In the case of Lake Street, this will require the noticing of a new TRO as the original 18month period of the ETRO has expired. The TRO would need to be ‘noticed’ using the
standard process. Were there to be objections, these would need to be considered at a
future Traffic Management Meeting.
61. It is also in the legal powers of the Council to introduce a new ETRO where this is "for
the purposes of carrying out an experimental scheme of traffic control".
62. Officers’ recommendations are as follows:
i. To notice a new permanent TRO on the same terms as the recently expired Lake
Street ETRO and for officers in the highways service to prepare and bring forward a
scheme of works to enact a transition from a temporary to a permanent
arrangement including but not limited to:
a. alterations to the road signage
b. improvements to the bus stop arrangement outside the Lancer PH

c. changes to the parking layout consistent with the road’s one-way
operation
d. improvements to non-controlled crossings
e. delineation of the contraflow cycle lane
ii. To notice a new ETRO at the earliest available opportunity that has the effect of
introducing an experimental arrangement whereby buses are allowed entry to the
High Street on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays and for officers in
the highways service to prepare and expedite a scheme of works to enact the
necessary changes to the operation of the High Street including but not limited to
measures to:
a. improve the enforcement of the restriction on entry
b. improve the enforcement of the disabled parking bays at the western
end of the High Street and the disabled parking bays and loading
bays in Market Square
c. control the number of delivery vehicles seeking access to the High
Street during daytime hours
d. restore the bus stops at the western end of the High Street and
upgrade the temporary stops on West Street
e. relocate the temporary taxi rank to its previous permanent position in
Market Square or to an agreed alternative location
This would be subject to a budget being made available for associated works.
iii. To secure feedback from the Town Council on the layout options prepared for the
High Street in 2015 as a basis for progressing the design for a future, permanent
scheme of works. These options to be predicated on the principles of high
pedestrian accessibility and a level surface designed to be flexible to meet the
evolving needs of the businesses on the High Street and the safe and attractive
staging of the street market and other activities and events.

Reason/s for decision
63. Officers’ recommendations reflect the clear preference of residents to keep the High
Street clear of traffic, evidenced through the benchmarking survey, whilst accepting
there is an urgent need to recover local bus service patronage, to be facilitated by
permitting selected services to route via the High Street on non-market and event days.

Reason for urgency
64. A decision is required urgently as the orders have an expiry date, at which point
arrangements will be required to revert.

Council priorities
65. The proposals accord with the four ambition statements in the Council’s 2050 Vision,
are in line with the policies set out the Council’s Local Plan and facilitate the delivery of

the key milestones and targets within the Council’s Sustainability Plan.

Corporate Implications
66. None

Legal Implications
67. The Traffic Management Act 2004 places obligations on authorities to ensure the
expeditious movement of traffic on the local road network. Authorities are required to
make arrangements as they consider appropriate for planning and carrying out the
action to be taken in performing the duty.
68. The Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 allows the Council to make a Traffic Order,
including an experimental order, on various grounds e.g. improving safety, improving
traffic flow and preserving or improving the amenities of an area provided it has given
due consideration to the effect of such an order.

Financial and Risk Implications
69. A very provisional budget estimate of £500,000 would be required to fund works to
make permanent the ETROs and to introduce a robust enforcement through the use for
example of rising bollards and ANPR cameras. This sum includes the estimated costs
of works improve the facilities at the West Street bus stops including the construction of
permanent raised kerbs and improvements to waiting facilities. The construction of bus
laybys on both sides of West Street, to keep waiting buses out of the traffic flow, would
increase this amount considerably.
70. An additional and very provisional budget estimate of £500,000 would be required to
fund permanent improvement schemes for Bridge Street and Hockliffe Street, replacing
the temporary measures currently in situ.
71. An additional very provisional budget estimate of at least £3 million would be required
to fund a major scheme of works to upgrade the High Street including the provision of a
level surface.

Equalities Implications
72. The implementation of the scheme was arranged such that people with a disability
were protected. All the available parking bays within the High Street (western end) and
within the Market Square are exclusively for the use of blue badge holders.
73. In addition, Buzzer Bus drivers were informed (informally) of the padlock pin code.
This has allowed drivers to access the High Street to drop off and pick up passengers
on non-market days. However, for those people with disabilities who choose to use the
public bus services to access town centre facilities, the stops in West Street are less
advantageous.

Sustainability Implications
74. The scheme accords with Milestone 3.3.2 in the Council’s adopted Sustainability Plan,
namely to ‘Invest and facilitate delivery of a compact walkable street network in town
centres’, for which the target outcome is ‘investment in infrastructure upgrades to
create compact walkable and safe networks within Central Bedfordshire’s town centres.
Regarding delivery, responsibility sits jointly with the Transport Strategy and Highways
service functions to:
i. Determine town centres where investments in active travel infrastructure are
required.
ii. Learn from pedestrianisation efforts in Leighton and Dunstable High Street. The
closure of Leighton High Street serves as a successful case study.
iii. Engage with local business and communities to co-develop infrastructure plans to
create compact, safe walkable street networks. Plans should adopt a systemsbased approach looking at:
iv. Introduce pedestrianisation measures using the livable/ health street concepts
including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EV charging points.
Improving cycling facilities and paths including park and cycle areas and
investing in cycle counters.
Using emergency traffic orders and parking/ delivery amnesty hours.
Improving interfaces for changing between transport modes, including exploring
the potential of Mobility as a Service.
Provision of accessible parking and removal of on-street parking where
appropriate.
Promotion of car-sharing and bike rental schemes.
Last mile deliveries and consolidation hubs.
Flexible and adaptable design with circularity and disassembly in mind.
Integration and provision of SuDS.

Conclusion and Next Steps
75. Assuming the above recommendations are endorsed it is proposed that a project is
registered, a Project Manager appointed, and a Project Board established to oversee
the associated works.
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Appendix H: Public Transport Operator Responses
From:
Subject: Grant Palmer / LB High Street
Date: 23 December 2021 at 16:51:13 GMT
To: Steve Lakin <Steve.Lakin@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk>
Cc: Adrian Hardy <Adrian.Hardy@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk>

Hi Steve,
We met with Dave Shelley from Grant Palmer this morning and among other things spoke about the
proposals for LB High Street.
I think the main points can be summarised below (Adrian, please add anything extra to this).
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

The view is that it’s a foregone conclusion and that there is little that will change the vision of the
Councillors and LLTC to have a pedestrianised High Street. Councillors have never demonstrated a
commitment or understanding of the fragility of public bus transport within CBC.
A hybrid option is basically the same as a full closure and will not create any benefit but in fact
make things harder to understand for bus users by creating inconsistency.
Turning in Church Square is not realistic without significant changes to the layout and the removal
of all parking in that area for bus turning and waiting.
It takes longer to circle the town via West Street and Leston Road than it did via the High Street due
to two extra roundabouts, several pedestrian crossings and traffic congestion and so timings will be
impacted if this is made permanent.
The infrastructure in West Street is not appropriate for a main town centre interchange and would
need to be upgraded and developed if these were to become the permanent bus stops.
Safer crossing points in West Street need to be installed for passengers.
The traffic congestion in West Street and Leston Road is bad and this also adds to timings.
A town that is trying to regenerate itself should make sure that buses can get as close to the centre
as possible to encourage people to travel into town.
It is likely that higher costs will be incurred by the Council to deliver the current services if
patronage does not increase, based on current funding. Re-opening the High Street may help avoid
this.
There may need to be a consideration of removing the Linslade service from certain areas eg
Chelsea Green or Golden Riddy, in order to give more time to operate via West Street when traffic
increases again.
The Council have a great opportunity to start to change the town for the better, with large
numbers of new dwellings appearing in the Eastern developments, but closing off the high street to
public buses seems to be pushing these new residents towards their cars already, if bus stops are
sited so far from the centre of town.
There should be an understanding and appreciation that LB Town Centre CAN regenerate with
buses still passing through the High Street. The starting point of removing buses is going to create
more problems than it solves in the medium to long term.

GP are also aware of the possibility of a formal objection and are going to speak to Arriva about this. They
also intend to write to Cllrs Dalgarno, Dixon and others to make their views known.
I have also chased up Arriva for some points, but I am not confident that we will get anything in writing by
the end of December. Adrian and I are off between Christmas and New Year, but I will forward on anything
further received.
I gather you are meeting with Matt Gale at Buzzer to discuss the situation so I am sure he will feed the
views of his colleagues and trustees into your report at that meeting.
I am still around tomorrow if you wish to discuss any of this further.
Happy Christmas.
Kind regards,
Nick Doolan
Principal Public Transport Officer
Passenger Transport Service
Central Bedfordshire Council Watling House, High Street North, Dunstable, Beds, LU6 1LF
Direct Dial: 0300 300 5747 | Internal: 75747 | Mobile: 07391 412760
Email: nick.doolan@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------Central Bedfordshire - A great place to live and work – www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Information security classification* of this email: OFFICIAL

13th January 2022
Leighton Buzzard High Street Closure
Dear Sir/Madam,
As you are no doubt aware, High Street in Leighton Buzzard was temporarily closed to buses, in order to support
social distancing during the first phases of the Coronavirus pandemic.
This closure has had a significant negative impact on bus users, who are now forced to use temporary interchange
facilities on West Street; this location is some considerable distance from the retail area, with cars afforded
better/closer access to the town centre than buses. This is clearly at odds with the Government’s recently
published National Bus Strategy.
We can see this impact clearly from the stagnated passenger recovery we have seen in Leighton Buzzard with
services currently between 35-39% of pre covid patronage, this in comparison to the national average for Arriva
services of between 75-80%. As you can see services in Leighton Buzzard are some 40 percentage points behind
our national average.
It is beyond doubt the closure of the High Street has had a significant impact on the recovery of passengers and
will continue to impact passenger levels until reversed.
To increase modal shift and encourage bus use in your town thus reducing congestion and improving air quality,
buses must be direct and take passengers directly to locations such as High Streets, there is a real danger that
continuation of the current closure would mean there would no longer be any commercially viable services in the
town, vital connections for some of the most vulnerable residents will be lost, increasing congestion and pollution.
Even with potentially new services from the coming developments, without direct services to the High Street the
long term commercial viability of services to these developments may also be brought into question.
I strongly urge the Council to reopen the High Street to bus services as soon as possible in order to ensure the
strongest potential for commercial viability of bus services in Leighton Buzzard.

Yours sincerely

Area Head of Commercial
Arriva Shires Ltd

Appendix I:
A mix of restrictions
•
•
•

All for keeping the arrangement for some days of the week
Restrictions on market days only, missing the short-term parking
Retain the restrictions on Tuesday and Saturday (market days). Open up on the other days,
free parking for 30 minutes/no return within 2 hours

In favour of keeping the restrictions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

I come down to the high street 3 times per week. I even drive into town but I really like the
changes
Market trader- I have been on the market since September 2020. I works really well with
people having space to walk down the middle of the high street
All for keeping the cars off, however the barrier is still sometimes up
It is better for those with mobility scooters to get to the market/high street
Keep it as it is but it needs to be enforced and the barrier need to be down
Market trader- Like as it is without motorists as it would be unsafe. Should be prioritising
the products not the footfall
Keep restrictions- however, pedestrians are not aware there are taxis driving down so walk
without looking. It isn’t fully pedestrianised so the pavement to road is quite dangerous
Keep restrictions- easy to use the high street. However, more seating required and not
enough disabled parking spaces
Keep restrictions- however, people without blue badges park in the disabled spaces which
can be difficult
Feel it should be permanent
The restrictions make it much better. Should go further to be paved like a proper high
street
Market trader- really good and feels cohesive with stalls facing inwards
Keep restrictions- this is a great way to go, there are plenty of places to park around the
town and high street
I would like to keep it like this all through the week
I live a 25 minute walk away in Linslade, moved to the area because of the high street.
Keep the restrictions and half the spaces for the post office could be turned into disabled
spaces.
It is a more pleasant experience, so should stay as it is. Although, it can be difficult to find
taxis on a Saturday so may need better provision
Allows you to enjoy the space and has more of a community feel. It also encourages people
to shop longer in town
Keep the high street for people on foot

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We feel that the pedestrianisation of the high street has helped to revitalise it as more of a
place to go and spend time to enjoy the shopping experience
It would be nice to remain the same, completely pedestrianised, cafes with chairs out and
awnings
It’s a pleasure shopping here, please don’t bring the cars back to the street
Please keep the high street free of cars, it is so much nicer
Pedestrianisation please. Our market and shops are where I want to spend the money I
earn- not online
The restrictions should stay but need to be ‘policed’
The town centre is a nicer place and should be permanently done
Young families are moving to Leighton Buzzard. We want an atmospheric high street. A
place to meet and spend our money

Remove the restrictions
•
•
•
•

It is not policed properly. There have been a number of near misses with people almost
getting run over. Drivers come through the barrier
Retailers have a hard time, need to balance it
Can be very difficult when all of the disabled spaces are taken
Need buses back down the high street, don’t get as much footfall. Buses should be back on
Church Street

Highlighted Issues
•
•
•

Market trader- Tuesday and Saturday morning there are often cars parked on my pitch.
Needs to be enforced as the barrier is still up
Non blue badge holders parking in disabled parking spaces

Other feedback
•
•
•
•
•

Would be useful to have an evening meeting for residents and business owners to
understand the options
A health centre is needed asap
LSHS- Museum, cinema complex
The funfair is not climate change friendly
More accessible parking for high street

Appendix J: Hatch Report on Pedestrianisation

